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Description
Edit CSS feature produces CR/LF line terminators. This increases file size.

Edit CSS feature leads to file deletion in some cases, without warning:
- resulting file is larger than approx. 5300 bytes

CSS files with special characters in comments which are not UTF-8 encoded are not displayed. Edit leads to empty template.

Testfile was a copy of arcturus.css on a Debian/Squeeze.

File deletion can not be reproduced at demo.t.o 9x and 10x.

Workaround
Insert a line to tiki-edit_css.php before fopen or fwrite command:

```php
parse_str(file_get_contents("php://input"), $_REQUEST);
```
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The problem is related to empty $_REQUEST'data' and empty $_POST'data' PHP variables.
More about:

http://whocares.de/php-fix-empty-post-array/
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